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The Christopher Killer Forensic Mystery
New book suggests convicted killer was responsible for 27 more murders - including four killings and a disappearance in Manchester ...
GMP says there's 'no evidence' jailed murderer killed the Angel of the Meadow after new theory links him to 27 unsolved cases
Tuesday, September 21st, 9pm, Sky Max and Now TV It was the greatest rock-and-pop quiz show ever aired on TV – even better than The Lyrics Board – so many a music fan shed a tear when it finally ...
20 new TV shows to watch this autumn, starting this week
Goyer, who co-wrote every film in Christopher ... a forensic pathologist, working in the bowels of Gotham Hospital and tasked with examining the victims of The Harvester, a gruesome serial killer ...
Batman Unburied: Hasan Minhaj is The Riddler in serial killer thriller podcast
It was a mystery with no obvious explanation ... tragic murder and the subsequent hunt for her killer. The two programmes explore the police investigation and the events that surrounded it in forensic ...
Body in the Snow: The Murder of Joanna Yeates.
Later, psychiatrist Dr. Dorothy Lewis testified as an expert witness for several murderers, including serial killer Arthur Shawcross in 1990. Her work has since been widely criticized and renowned ...
Where Is Billy Milligan, The First Person To Successfully Use Multiple Personalities As A Legal Defense, Now?
Houseman had tried to claim the gunman was a mystery fourth person in the car, but CCTV and forensic evidence proved he was killer ... Mr Henry’s brother, Christopher, broke down in tears ...
Man ‘executed’ his business partners ‘in cold blood’ to avoid paying them £400,000
Within weeks police suspected murder and offered a £10,000 reward for information to solve the mystery ... looking into whether convicted killer Christopher Halliwell was involved in her ...
Claudia Lawrence’s mum ‘churned up inside’ as cops search gravel pits and ‘new info’ emerges after dad died
“I understand that there are differing views about ending the sentence of this killer, including within ... Kerry Kennedy, Christopher G. Kennedy, Maxwell T. Kennedy and Rory Kennedy.
RFK’s oldest son condemns possible parole of Sirhan Sirhan
March 22: Christopher ... 17, a mystery van driver visited the scene of the crime. Now Steven Wright – who butchered five women – is arrested again EXCLUSIVE: 'Killer nanny' Louise Woodward ...
Mother of Christopher Halliwell victim demands to know where daughter's missing body parts are
Seven months after California’s deadliest wildfire devoured most of Paradise, the names of two of the Camp Fire’s 85 victims remain a confounding mystery. No relatives or friends have shown up ...
How DNA tech used in Golden State Killer case could help ID last two Camp Fire victims
She said the search has left her with mixed feeling and a realisation that she doesn't necessarily want the 12 year mystery to be ... she feared the double killer Christopher Halliwell could ...
Claudia Lawrence's best friend 'abandons all hope' of killer revealing where missing chef is
Author Henry Hack has announced the upcoming release of his new mystery/thriller ... and was qualified as an expert witness in several forensic evidence areas. He also commanded the Eighth ...
Henry Hack Releases New Mystery Thriller 'Absolution'
Forensic scientists began ... new DNA technology would finally snare the killer. Caroline’s mum previously said she felt the clues to solve the mystery of what happened to the schoolgirl lie ...
Killer of Scots teen Caroline Glachan still hunted by police 25 years after murder
At first her death was a mystery ... the subsequent hunt for her killer. "The two programmes explore the police investigation and the events that surrounded it in forensic detail, including ...
Who was Joanna Yeates and who killed her? Channel 5 documentary airs tonight
A mystery with a period drama twist ... while Harry Potter and Fargo star David Thewlis will take on the role of husband Christopher. It feels like forever since we last checked in with the ...
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